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Abstract
Chesnokov Yu.A. et al. Volume Capture of 70 GeV Protons with Si Bent Single Crystal into
Channeling Mode: IHEP Preprint 90-147. - Protvino, 1990. - p. 10, refs.: 10.

The existence of the volume capture of 70 GeV protons with a Si bent single crystal of
(111) orientation into the channeling mode has experimen- tally been proved. The data on the
probability of capturing protons into the channelling mode versus the bending radius of the
crystal have been obtained together with the information on the dynamics of volume captured
particle dechanneling.

Аннотация
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Экспериментально доказано существование объемного захвата протонов с энергией
70 ГэВ в режим каналирования изогнутым монокристаллом кремния ориентации (111).
Получены данные о вероятности захвата протонов в режим каналирования в зависимости
от радиуса изгиба кристалла, а также о динамике деканалирования объемно-захваченных
частиц.
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In 1982 the authors of ref. [1] experimentally revealed the phenomenon of
capturing 1 GeV protons into the channeling mode in the depth of a bent single
crystal in the region, where the particle trajectory coincides with the tangents to
the crystallographic planes. This new effect was called "volume capturing" and
later it was confirmed in ref. [2], but this time the energy of incident protons was
8.4 GeV. A mechanism of usual multiple scattering was proposed to explain the
volume capturing effect and was described in ref. [3,4,5]. The development of
the crystal-optic transport and forming systems for the particle beams of higher
energies > 100 GeV pushed forward the studies of the volume capturing, since
it has some advantages in practical applications as compared with the end face
capturing.

In our paper we have experimentally proved that the volume capturing
exists at 70 GeV. We have also obtained the data on the probability for proton
capturing into the channeling mode versus the crystal radius, as well as the
data on the dynamics of dechanneling the volume-captured particles.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY

The experiment was carried out in magnetic-optical beam line N21 of the
IHEP machine. The layout of the equipment is presented in fig.l. Magnet Ml
directed the proton beam into a oriented bent Si single crystal. The crystal
was rotated w.r.t. the beam with a 0.03 mrad step and displaced transversely
the beam with the step of 100 fim. Then the bent beam was guided by the
correcting magnet M2 through a 6 m steel collimator Cl the geodetic axis
of beam N21, two magnets M3 and M4 downstream removed the background.
Two coincidence scintillation counters SI and S2 (100 x 100 mm2) measured the
intensity of the deflected particles. The position of the incident and bent beams
was controlled by the proportional chambers Dl, D2 and D3 (100 x 100 mm2

aperture, 5 mm step) operating in the analog mode.



The goal was to find the dependence of the number of deflected channeled
particles on the crystal orientation w.r.t. the incident beam. When rotating the
crystal towards its bending by the angle <p, larger than the angular divergence
of the incident beam, we create the conditions for the beam to be tangent to
the curved crystallographic planes, which means that the conditions for the
volume capture become true (see fig.2). The particles deflected by the crystal
and leaving its end face, are detected by the counters Si, S2. When rotating the
crystal we shall have for the channeled particles the deflected angle of в = ao—<p,
where ao = 21 mrad, i.e. — the crystal angle of bending. In order that the
deflected particles strictly follow the axis of beam line 21 at any angles of the
crystal ro- tation tp, the magnet Ml provided the required displacement of the
incident beam (within the limits indicated in fig.l). The ctystal was moved
towards the beam, and the magnet M2 operated as a corrector, making up for
the crystal displacement and rotation.

The position (1) of the incident beam in fig.l corresponds to the maximum
deflection of the beam by a crystal at its bending angle ao under the end face
capture in the channeling mode. In position (2) the volume capture of protons
intothe channeling mode is provided, as well as the their deflection at the angle
ao/2 and further angular correction by the magnet M2. Position (3) corresponds
to the deflection of the beam at the (ao — 6a) — angle only with the magnet
M2.

The counters SI, S2 were at a distance of about 100 m from the crystal and
hence the angular acceptance of the particle detection system was ±0.5 mrad
both vertically and horizontally. Such angular interval allowed to avoid any
losses in detecting all channeled particles coming from the end face of the crys-
tal. At the same time all the particles dechanneled in the bent part of the
crystal, did not hit the counters. There was no secondary background owing
to the presence of three magnets. As for the background from the elastic ally
scattered protons on the crystal and matter holder (~ 30%) it was found only
at large angles of the crystal rotation ip > 15 mrad (particle deflection angle
в < 6 mrad). It was subtracted as a crystal orientation independent signal
in the counter at the crystal turn |Ду?| > 0.5 mrad from the point of maxi-
mum count. At the rotation angles of the single crystal <p < 15 mrad a 100%
orientation effect was observed, i.e., the selection of channeled particles was
perfect.

2. CRYSTAL

Very strict requirements were imposed on the production of the crystals.



In the case the side faces are poorly aligned w.r.t. the crystallographic planes
(disorientation) a standard capturing into the channeling mode can be realized
through the side faces, which could hardly be distinguished from the volume
mode in our case. It can easily be shown that in a bent crystal the contribution
of particle capture in the channeling mode through the side faces w.r.t. the
number of those captured at the end face is equal to

Tf = 2<raAaR/H,

where aa is the angular divergence of the incident proton beam, Aa is disori-
entation of the crystal side faces, R is the curvature radius, H is the crystal
thinckness.

In our experiment we used a plate cut out from a dislocationless silicon of
(111) orientation. The sizes of the crystal were H x V x L = 0.5 x 15 x 100 mm3

(thickness, height, length along the beam).
The accuracy in orientation of Aa = 1' (0.3 mrad) was provided in the

production of the plates. We checked this accuracy by overturning the crystal
w.r.t. the beam direction by 180° in the vertical plane. The maxima of the
deflected particles for the end face capture in both cases coincided on the gon-
iometer scale with an accuracy of about 0.2 mrad. With the angle Aa < 1'
being taken into account, under our conditions the particle capture through the
side faces was 50 times less than that for the observed volume capture.

To study the dependence of the probability for the volume capture versus
the crystal curvature radius, we bent it with a variable curvature, as shown in
fig.3. One of the crystal ends was fixed between two flat mirrors, and the other
one was loaded. If this is the technique of bending the crystal, then its shape
is described with a cubic curve, and the curvature radius and tangent-to-plane
angle vary according to the law (fig.3b,c):

R(l) = L2

Q/(2a0l), a(l) = ao(l/Lo)\ (2.1)

here / is the distance from the loading, LQ = 92 mm is the bend section length,
щ = 21 mrad is the total bending angle.

3. MEASUREMENTS

The dependence of tKe number of deflected particles on the rotation angle
was measured twice. First the beam hit the crystal on the loaded end so that
with the rotation of the crystal in the direction of its curvature, the curvature
increased at the point of the particle trajectory becoming tangent to the planes.



Then the crystal was overturned so that the particle hit the fixed end of the crys-
tal. In this case at the point of the volume capturing the curvature decreased
with the rotation of the crystal. The plots of the dependence of the number of
deflected particles (in units relative to the maximum) versus the crystal rota-
tion angle in the first and second cases are presented in fig.4. Sharp peaks on
the left correspond to the end face capturing of the particles into the channeling
mode. The peak width was determined by the angular divergence of the inci-
dent proton beam. At negative angles xp (the rotation of the crystal from the
bend), a sharp decrease of the number of deflected particles down to zero was
observed, which is an evidence of the absence of the halo in the incident beam.
When the crystal was rotated towards the bend (cp are positive) the counting
started, caused by the protons, volume-captured into the channeling mode. On
the lower curve one can clearly see that at <p ~ 0.5 mrad there is a boundary
between the end-face captured protons and volume-captured ones, since in this
case the curvature radius near the crystal end-face is quasi-constant (fig.3b).
With the growth of tp the number of detected particles increases, because the
probability for the volume-capture increases due to a larger crystal curvature
radius. Besides the channeled particles cover a smaller distance in the crystal
from the point of capturing and after leaving it. The upper curve shows that
with the growth of <p the decrease of the number of particles being detected
is observed near the end face peak, which is due to a sharp reduction of the
single crystal curvature radius. Then because of a shorter distance, covered by
the particles when being channeled in the crystal, some increase of the number
of deflected protons is observed. From the comparison of curves 1 and 2 one
may determine the capture probability in the channeling mode, as well as to
calculate the dechanneling length of the volume-captured particles.

The intensity of the deflected particles in the maximum of the end face
peak (fig.4) at two different positions of the crystal (1,2) was the same and
equal to N(0) = (2.5 ± 0.2) x 104/cycle. The intensity of the incident beam in
this case was / = (4.9 ± 0.4) x 106/cycle. We used an integrated technique to
calculate the number of the particles directly hitting the crystal cross section.
The incident beam profile may be measured if we detect the particles deflected
by the oriented crystal displaced in small steps transverse the beam. These
results are presented in fig.5. The integration of this distribution within the
limits of the crystal sizes H=0.5 mm determines the number of the particles,
transversing the crystal cross section

ISi = 0.122 x / = (6 ± 0.6) x 105/cycle.

(The crystal size V=15 mm reliably covers the vertical beam sizes of about
~ 10 mm).



Another silicon crystal, cut from the same slab, but somewhat shorter
L2 = 25 mm, was used to obtain additional information about the efficiency of
the volume capture and dechanneh'ng length measurements. This crystal was
uniformly bent, the curvature radius R = 1.2 m and the angle «o = 21mrad.
Under conditions similar to those for the first crystal, it deflected

N2(0) = (5.5 ± 0.5) x 1041'cycle protons

in the maximum. The ratio of the number of volume captured particle near the
boundary of the end face peak to the deflected particle maximum was 1.4% for
this crystal.

4. RESULTS

The number of particles deflected with an optimally oriented crystal (<p = 0)
in the end face capturing mode, is defined with the expression (4.1)

N(0) = As x Ag x ISi x exp(-L/LD) x (1 - F(Rmin)), (4.1)

where /s,- has been defined earlier; As = 0.7 is the so-called surface acceptance,
representing the ellipsoid form of the phase space (angle-coordinate) of a planar

Ф
channel in silicon; Ag = J w{0)d6 is the fraction of incident beam particles,

-Ф
entering the crystal within the limits of the critical channeling angle ф (ф —
0.025 mrad for proton with the energy of 70 GeV in Si(lll)); ш(в) is the
distribution of the incident beam particles over the angles. According to the
experimental data (fig.4) Ag = 0.2; F(Rmin) is the function, defining the fraction
of dechanneled particles due to the centrifugal effect, which depends of the
minimal curvature radius (at fixed momentum) and calculated by Ellison [6].
For our case F=0.245/R, R [m]. L is the crystal length; LD = Loo * f(R) is
the particle dechannaling length in the bent crystal, LQO in a straight crystal,
f(R) is the coefficient, which takes into account shortening of the dechanneling
length resulting from the crystal bending (Forster effect [7]). In agreement with
the data from [8] for Rmin = 2.2m, / ~ 1, i.e. for our main crystal we may
consider Lp = LDO-

If we calculates the ratio between the number of particles, deflected under
the end-face mode by the main (L = 100 mm) and short (Ь% = 25 mm)
crystals, we shall be able to determine the dechanneling length under the end-
face capturing mode:

N(0)/N2(0) = ((1 - F)j{\ - F2))exp(-L/LDo)/exp(-L2/LDO x / 2 ) ,

where F{R=2_2 m = 0.11; Fla=L2 m = 0.2; f]R=l.2 m = 0.85.



This expression is somewhat different, since it does not contain any other
experimental data, but the ratio for the deflected particle intensities N/N2.
Therefore the results of calculating Loo = 79 ± 10 mm are considered to be
quite reliable, the more if ve bare in mind that it weakly depends on the
calculated values for F, f. Substituting the obtained values for Loo into (4.1),
we obtain ЛГ(О) = 2.3 x W4/cycle, which coincides with the measured value
within several percent. This fact is in favour of the correctness of using the set
of the quantities determined above Ag, As, 1st-

The number of particles, deflected in the volume capturing mode by the
crystal, rotated at the angle <p w.r.t. the beam, is equal to

N{<p) = Isi x W(R(<p)) x exp(-l(<p)/LDV)x FV, (4.2)

where R((p) is the crystal curvature radius at the point of particle capturing into
channeling mode, defined from the ratio (2.1); W(R(<p)) is the volume capture
probability, depending on the curvature radius; FV is the factor, characterising
centrifugal dechanneling. FV=1, if a particle is channeling in the crystal with
reducing curvature. FV = 1 - F(Rmin) + F(R(ip)) if the the crystal bending
becomes larger; l(<p) is the distance covered by channeled particles in the crystal
from the point of capture up to the point of leaving the crystal (it is calculated
with (2.1)); LQV is the dechanneling length for the volume-captured particles
in the crytsal, which, in principle, may differ from the value of Loo determined
earlier. (The thing is that the phase space of a plane channel is differently
filled in the end-face and volume capturing modes). The dechanneling length
for the volume-captured particles may be determined with the help of the data,
presented in fig.4. The particles captured into the channeling mode in one and
the same point, but at different positions of the crystal (direct and overturned),
have to cover different distances in the crystal. If in the first case the capture
occured at the crystal rotation angle ipi, in the second the particle will be
captured at the same point at the rotation angle щ — щ — <р\. Then according
to (4.2) the ratio of the number of particles deflected in the direct position of
the crystal to that in the overturned one will be equal to

Ni(ipi)/N2(a0 - <pi) = FViRfa)) x exp(-Ll/LDV)/exp{-L2/LDV)). (4.3)

Among the data in fig.4, the largest difference in the path length L2 — L\ =
58 mm corresponds to the point of capturing with щ = 14 mrad, <p2 = 7 mrad.
Using the data of plots 1,2 of fig.4 and ratio (4.3) we obtain LDV = (80±10) mm,
which means that within the accuracy limits Loo — LDV- Baring in mind all



these, we can now calculate the volume capture probability versus the radius
W(R), using the experimental values for N((p)/N(0) and relations (4.1) and
(4.2)

W(R) = (N(<p)/N(0)) x AsAeexp(-(Lo - l(<p))/LDO)(l - F(Rmin))/FV(<p),
(4.4)

Hence with curve 2 of fig.4 we shall determine

W(R)^2.23 m = (0.34 ± 0.05)%.

The same quantity may be determined, if we only use relation (4.2), as well
as the measured values for Isi, N(ip):

W{R)R=2.23 m = (0.36 ± 0.05)%.

Though they yield almost the same results, nevertheless it is more preferable to
used the first method,foronly relative results are used. The dependence W(R),
calculated with relation (4.4), is presented in fig.6. The value for W(R)\R=12m

was determined with the help of some additional data , obtained with a short
crystal. Two different groups of the points (white and black) show the calcula-
tional results for W(R) for two experimental curves 1,2 of fig.4. The black points
correspond to the case, when channeled particles moved in the crystal with an
increasing curvature, as for the white points when the curvature decreased.

Each of W(R) dependences, defined by different groups of points, is nicely
approximated by a straight line for the curvature radius much larger than the
crytical one (in our case it approximately ~ 15 cm). Some deviations in the
value for W(R) ~ 20% observed with the increase of the radius can be explained
by the effect, predicted in ref.[9], not to speak about some other reasons. In
this paper it was proposed an additional mechanism of volume capture into the
channeling mode, which is caused by the gradient of the crystal curvature. In
the crystal with a decreasing curvature the probability of the particle volume
capture into the channeling mode may inrease by the value, equal to the ratio
of the centrifugal potential change per half-period of the A/2 oscillation of the
quasichanneling particle to the value of this potential [10]:

WG{R) = (j^Pcd/Ril)) x (А/2))/(Ра*/Я(/)) = (R'/R) x (A/2),

where / is the particle longitudinal coordinate, and d is interplanar distance.
The increase of the crystal curvature may reduce the effective volume capture
by an analogous value. In our case, in accordance with dependence (2.1) it will
be

(R!/R) = 1// = (2ao/Ll) x R



and
WG{R) = (a0X/L2

0) x R.

Since for the 70 GeV protons we have (A/2) ~ 15 x 10"6 m, then WG{R) =
0.0075Я, where WG (%), R(m).

The dependences W(R), corrected with the account of this increment, de-
termined in different positions of the crystal, should, in principle, coincide if
no other effects are present. They are shown in fig.6 with broken lines.

CONCLUSION

For the applications in the future one should know the
dependence of the volume capture efficinecy on the momentum P of the chan-
neled particles and the curtvature radius of the crystal. Prom the data of fig.6
it follows that the capturing probability dependence on the radius is close to a
linear one (in the region of practical interest, where the crystal curvature radius
is much larger than the crytical one).

In ref.[l] for 1 GeV protons , channeling in the crystal with the curvature
radius of 0.46 m, the obtained value was W = 9.2% From the comparison of
this result with our data one may construct an empirical formula, which takes
into account the capturing probability dependence on momentum:

W(P, й ) = Л х R/PB = 45 x R/P3/2, where W (%), P (GeV/c), R (m).

Using this expression and relations (4.1) and (4.2), which determine the end-
face and volume capturing efficiencies, one may estimate the conditions, under
which it would be expedient to use crystal devices, realizing volume capture:

R(ra > 0.3P, where R (m), cra (mrad),P (GeV/c).

For instance, for the 70 GeV beam, with the divergence aa ~ 1 mrad with
the crystal curvature radius /?~20m the volume capture is more efficient than the
end-face one. With the help of the crystal with the curvature radius R=100 m,
and 100 mm long one may focus and simultaneously deflect such beam with
10% efficiency (fig.2).

The volume capture is advantageous not only because it allows one to deflect
high intensity beams, but one can work without any precise orientation of the
crystal and without goniometric devices. The deflection effect is less sensitive
tothe beam instabilities, the variations in the crystal bend, caused by the beam
heating, do not influence it as well.
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Fig. 1. The apparatus layout. M1-M4 — bending magnets; Si — bent single crystal, placed
in the goniometer; Cl — steel collimator; Dl, D2, D3 — analog proportional chambers; Si, S2
— scintillator counters.
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Fig. 2. Volume-capture conditions. A particle beam with the divergence of aa < ero/2 may
be captured into the channeling mode. The deflected beam may transform into a parallel one
at the crystal output.
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Fig. 3. a) — scheme, clarifying the way the crystal is bent. The right end is fixed, the left
one is loaded. Dark arrow marks the point where loading is applied; b,c) — the dependence of
the curvature radius and the angle versus the distance from the point of applying the loading.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the number of deflected particles versus the crystal rotation
angle w.r.t. the direction of the incident beam. Curve 1 (black points) corresponds to the
straight position of the crystal, when the particles arrived at the loaded end of the crystal (in
fig.2a — on the left), curve 2 (white points) illustrate the situation, when the crystal has been
overturned (the direction of the beam incidence — on the right in fig.2a).
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Fig.6. The dependence of the volume capture probability for 70 GeV protons into the

channeling mode with the bent Si crystal of (III) orientation versus the crystal bending radius.

The triangle corresponds to the data obtained with a short crystal. The sets of white and

black points stand for the calculational results, obtained for two positions of the crystal, with

the increasing and decreasing curvature. The broken line shows the values for W(R), corrected

with acount of "gradient increment".
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In conclusion we would like to express our gratitude to V.V.Skorobogatov
for producing high quality crystals, without which we would not have been able
to carry out our experiment
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